
Intuitive Learner-Centered Discipleship Platform 
Research & Design Timeline

Machine learning has only recently become a hot topic, even though many of its methods have been around for 
decades. Our Intuitive Learned-Centered Discipleship Platform provides a prime example of utilizing research, 

machine learning techniques, and human-centered design to improve people’s spiritual lives. Multiple studies over 
more than a decade attests to the significant potential of effectively using technology for daily discipleship.  

How was  this effective, empirically-based approaches to technology-enabled ministry developed? 

2010

Testing effectiveness of text messaging

2011

One platform, multiple message pathways

Recognizing the growing popularity of text messaging, especially among youth, we design 
See Me Change that sends daily Bible verses as texts. Nearly all text messages are read the 
same day; 85% read immediately.

Continuing research demonstrated the effectiveness of our call, text and email tools. In order 
to be truly learner-centered and to provide a more personal Bible engagement experience, 
we combined our call, text, and email services into one. Surveying 10,000+ in 20 countries 
from all of the major religions confirmed the supremacy of the Bible for life transformation.

2003-2006

Identifying the key to Life Transformation
Research on the spiritual lives of 100,000+ people establishes Bible engagement as principal 
driver of spiritual growth; identifying what helps people engage.

2007-2009

Establishing need & impact of a daily, human-centered intervention

2012-2013

An app that meets you where you are spiritually & walks with you daily
Years of research & testing led to the launch of the goTandem app. goTandem uses a revolutionary, 
integrated delivery platform and audience-specific spiritual growth resources to get people engaging with 
God through His Word in a way that leads to life transformaton. Testing revealed that weekly 
encouragement calls increased app effectiveness.

2014-2018

Empowering Churches, Making Daily Discipleship a Reality
As our base of goTandem users grew, we used machine learning techniques to refine the 
content matching algorithm. Hundreds of churches & parachurch ministries signed up to 
have their own daily discipleship tool.  

Present

Today we are helping people all over the world to engage with 

the Bible daily. Soon we will replace our app with a more robust 

Learner-Centered Discipleship Platform that will send people 

content using their preferred platform including text messages, 

email, Whatsapp, etc.

Research base continues to grow documenting temptation as a daily experience. Design & begins 
for tool that overcomes the barriers to Bible engagement and fuels life transformation.  Launch of 
411God delivering 1- minute Bible audio in a daily call.


